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Jojos, the big-hearted little-guys, liberate the people by dying for their politics.
Little Gods are the ‘small men’ who abuse power, sacrificing those people they
lead as ransom for comforts and self-aggrandisement. Zimbabwean pop musician
Thomas Mapfuno is a Jojo whose bands ‘the Blacks Unlimited ensemble’ and ‘the
Hallelujah Chicken Run’ have for forty years sung for Zimbabwe’s free future, targeting the racist regime of Ian Smith, and then Robert Mugabe’s corruption. Mapfuno’s mbira (Shona thumb piano) influence, which he jointly attributes to band
members Jonah Sithole, Joshua Dube and Ephraim Karimuara, became recognizable in international music currents including reggae.
Like Bob Marley and Fela Kuti, Mapfumo and his music came to represent his
native country’s cultural, post-colonial identity. Mapfumo was born in the British colony of Rhodesia in 1945 and received only primary school education. His
impressive music career—beginning with rock’n’roll tunes and later incorporating
traditional instruments and techniques transferred onto electric guitars—innovated Western pop, African music and modes of independence in Zimbabwe.
Lion Songs is a richly evocative story of a life impassioned wherein author Banning Eyre ties the arc of Mapfumo’s career to Zimbabwe’s contemporary history.
Mapfuno pioneered and popularized the ‘chimurenga’ musical style—the term
means ‘resistance’ and is charged due to Zimbabwe’s past battles for independence. Mapfuno’s chimurenga challenged the Rhodesian government—which
banned his music and jailed him—and became important to Zimbabwe’s achieving independence in 1980. In the 1990s Mapfumo used his earthy, joyful, streetwise voice to oppose ‘Little God’ Mugabe’s dictatorship, but Mugabe loyalists
threatened and intimidated the singer until he, along with key band- and familymembers, left Zimbabwe for Oregon, USA.
This collection of anecdotes flows with detail; a picture of the times and impact
of this rebellious pop music. Eyre includes stories of the tone of local political
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indoctrination on Zimbabwean radio; smoking ghanja in Jamaica; missing out on
American gigs. Famously Mapfuno preferred to sing about soccer than love; family
affairs, and mysterious disappearances: ‘Thomas knew plenty of poorly educated
patriotic young men who had been coaxed into [NAPU-PF] party service and never
heard from again’ (177). In the face of this, Mapfuno continued to sing in protest:
‘Songs like ‘Chamunorwa’ and ‘Jojo’ made [it] increasingly clear, [Mapfuno] was
now on a collision course with the formidable Mugabe regime’ (178).
Eyre is a freelance writer and guitarist. He produces the public radio programme
Afropop Worldwide and has authored several books about guitar and African music
including Playing with Fire: Fear and Self-Censorship in Zimbabwean Music. Eyre may
be Mapfuno’s greatest fan: he was there, knew these folks intimately and cared
what happened. He even joined Mapfuno’s band on a six-month tour. Lion Songs is
a labour of love, the product of a 25-year friendship and professional relationship
between documenter/co-artist and artist. Eyre got to know Mapfuno’s fans informally, interviewing Mapfuno’s family members, affiliated musicians, band members, DJs, writers, journalists, and the man himself, many times in many locations
and circumstances. Along with a great deal of archival research, Eyre has produced
an ethnographic source unmatched in adjacent literature.
Lion Songs: Essential Tracks in the Making of Zimbabwe is an anthology of musical
recordings made between 1973 and 2010 that accompanies the book, sold separately. The CD includes excerpts of interviews, wherein Mapfumo describes key
moments of his music and career.
This is an ‘authoritative biography’ of Mapfumo that narrates the life and
career of this ‘creative, complex, and iconic figure’ (Duke’s official blurb). Lion
Songs reads as a character reference for Mapfuno: a family man who financially
supported a vast community of musicians at home and in exile in America even as
his career was hampered. It is a great fly-on-the-wall account of a life political, a
life musical, and a life of love sans love-songs.
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